
Case Studies and the Archives: Teaching Research Skills for Technical Communicators
Writing and Communication QuickTakes

Technical Communication in Practice. This SLS-affiliated course required students to explore issues relating to sustainability in the 
Atlanta community. A group-authored case study project allowed students to look at social equity, economic sustainability, or the environment utilizing the SLS 
Case Study Teaching Tool. This project emphasizes awareness of historical context, collaborative communication, audience assessment, information design, data 
collection and interpretation, and communication with community stakeholders and campus clients. Student groups focused on gentrification and green 
infrastructure, emphasizing the importance of improved partnerships among neighborhoods, governmental agencies, and developers who recognize and respect 
historic and continuing contributions of Westside Atlanta community members who work to improve their neighborhoods.

Brittain Postdoctoral Fellows lead the way in the Writing and Communication Program by designing rhetorically based courses with a WOVEN (written–oral–
visual–electronic–nonverbal) emphasis. Students use multimodality to explore cultural studies of science and technology in various communities and periods. 
This poster spotlights a classroom project designed by Brittain Fellow and WCP Assistant Director for Assessment  Dr. Rebekah Greene.

Students Co-authors in the Community: Georgia Tech student Nick Anderson (right) 
stands at the entrance of the historic, now-abandoned WERD broadcasting station

in Blandtown, discussed in the SLS Case Study (far right) he co-authored with students 
Tanner Shearer and Kendall Wilson. Photograph by Gregor Turk.

My philosophy of teaching technical communication prompts students to consider ways they can be better educated 
participants in sustainable communities. I want students to take risks, to confidently pose research questions, and to express 
what they’ve learned in projects that address issues relating to social equity. In thinking more deeply about the communities 
that they are a part of, even temporarily, students learn to be more observant about rhetorical choices and the impact those 
choices can have on community stakeholders and clients. 

Project Highlights. After learning ways to research historical 
news-papers, ledgers, and other archival materials, one specific student 
group chose to personally engage with Blandtown, the site that they were 
studying. They began interviewing local community activists to find where 
area church records (a valuable archival aide for tracing neighborhood 
development and decline) are housed. Now, the student team continues, 
post-course, to work with others to document the rich history of this once-
thriving, important African-American neighborhood before final physical 
remains are permanently lost to gentrification.
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